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Dear Editor,
Thank you for the opportunity to reply to the letter from 
Pérez-Torres et  al. regarding our manuscript [1]. Pérez-
Torres supports our main contention that it is time to 
update the SOFA score to ensure it fulfils current require-
ments following the many changes in clinical practice 
over the last three decades.

The example provided is self-explanatory: in 1996, the 
clinical use of veno-venous extracorporeal membrane 
oxygenation (VV-ECMO) was virtually non-existent. 
Consequently, it was not considered within the respira-
tory dysfunction score. If the original rules described 
in the 1996 manuscript are applied, receiving VV-
ECMO would score 3 points. If the rules are modified 

to incorporate VV-ECMO as a marker of greatest dys-
function, then the score would be 4. The goalposts have 
shifted.

A useful analogy is to compare a mathematical model 
to a molecule used for therapy. A change, even minor, in 
a single atom may result in no effect yet the molecule is 
different. Only after successful testing can it be imple-
mented into clinical practice. This principle is not widely 
applied to mathematical models, even if the scientific 
reasoning is the same. We agree that it is time to change, 
and that the accumulation of these “small changes” was 
why we proposed the development and validation of a 
new “SOFA 2.0” score instead of a modification of the 
original system with the same name [3].

Thank you for raising the attention to this important 
yet grossly underestimated problem.
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